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JULY MEETING BEST ATTENDED YET;
RESIDENTS TALK CRIME AND STREETS

NO. 6

PARKVIEW HOME SALE
PRICES SOAR IN FIRST
HALF OF 2004
While the number of
home sales in Parkview will
likely be lower this year
than in 2003, the price of
those homes that have sold
indicate that prices are continuing to soar at an amazing pace.

Twenty-two
members
of
the
Association attended
the Summer general
meeting, which was
held at the home of
Bill Peltier, 919 Moss
Street, on Tuesday
July 20.
Crime was a major topic of discussion, as the
membership debated the merits of sticking with the
current voluntary patrol system or moving to a mandatory
special crime prevention district, such as what Lakeview
presently has in operation.
Many members spoke in favor of the present
security program, saying that if more individuals joined
the program the cost per member would decrease and
more patrol hours could be established.
The City’s residency requirement for police officers
was also discussed. A show of hands was asked of the
members of who supported the residency requirement.
Only two of the twenty-two members present indicated
that they support the residency requirement.
Residents of Picheloup Place were on hand to
complain about the condition of their street. Cookie
Fulham, who has lived in Parkview for all of her 80 plus
years, said that the street was in terrible condition and
asked the Association to take action. [See letter from
(Continued on top of next page)

Last year the average
sale price for a Parkview
home was $264,000. For the
first half of 2004 the average
sale price is $365,000, an increase of nearly 40% over
last year’s figure.
When considering
that the six Parkview homes
that are currently up for sale
have an average asking
price of $421,000, there is
(Continued on bottom of next page)

Bayou water level is lower than
normal. A canoe can now fit under
the Orleans Avenue Bridge.

FROM PAGE ONE
(Continued from page 1)

Parkview resident on page four. Photos of the street can be found on page 19.]
Many members complained of drainage
problems, citing examples of their storm drains being
clogged. In some instances members said that City
workers did come out but that the problems remained.
John Bankston was introduced as a new Board
member. He is replacing the retiring Mary Lou Main.
Meg Lousteau, Executive Director of the Louisiana Landmarks Society, was the
guest speaker. Ms. Lousteau explained the history and purpose of her preservationminded group, and she invited the Parkview members to attend a party the following
evening at the Pitot House in celebration of the 40th anniversary of the saving of this
important 18th century Bayou landmark.
The next meeting will be in October.

(Continued from page 1)

every reason to believe that if anything the present average sale price of $365,000 will actually
rise in the second half of the year.
According to a July 16 article in The Times-Picayune,
sales data for the metro New Orleans area shows that for the
first half of 2004 the average price of an “existing singlefamily home” was $179,638. For Orleans Parish the figure is
$201,759. The article suggested that the Uptown area remains a hot spot for sales. One agent said, “Multiple bidders
are still showing up at the door of Uptown homes, and those
bidding only full price are walking away disappointed. Bidders are paying premiums over the listed prices.”
However, agents interviewed for the article, as well as Wayne Ragas, the UNO real estate expert, said that the rate of appreciation of values has slowed. Ragas said that the recent
increase in violent crime in New Orleans could be the cause of some of this slow down.
What is most remarkable about the continued rise in New Orleans real estate prices is
that not only is New Orleans losing population but it is losing jobs as well. On July 26 the
Louisiana Department of Labor released numbers showing that New Orleans lost over 10,000
jobs in the last twelve months. Pictured above is a “Sold” sign. The house that sold was
owned by a young couple who moved to Houston because their oil and gas company shut
down its New Orleans division.
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PARKVIEW PROBLEMS
PROBLEMS REPORTED BY MEMBERS
NOTE: If you have a problem to report that you’d like for the Association to take action on, please let us know either at 483-0733 or mctullis@bellsouth.net.
DATE
DESCRIPTION OF
PROBLEM PROBLEM
REPORTED

STATUS
OF RESOLUTION

Feb. 2003

Parking of vehicles on the banks
of the Bayou, especially near the
Magnolia Gardens/Harding
Bridge.

Letter sent to the Levee Board asking for large curbing
blocks to be added in order to deter vehicles from
driving on levee. Levee Board said for us to contact
the City. City said for us to contact the Levee Board.

March 2003

Roosevelt. Automobiles parked
improperly make it difficult for
large emergency vehicles to travel
down the street.

Ideas needed by members on how to address this
problem. Another Roosevelt resident has recently
brought this matter to the Association’s attention.
More members from Roosevelt needed.

Oct. 2003

Brush growth between the post
office and the Stone Center that
causes serious obstruction of a
driver’s vision when traveling on
Jeff Davis. There is no sidewalk
on the post office side of the
street, so pedestrians must walk
in the street, creating a dangerous
situation at that curve.

Letters have been sent to the City expressing concern
about this situation. This may be one of those problems where nobody wants to take responsibility. The
growth, weeds and grass may be on a railroad right-of
- way.

Jan. 2004

Drainage problems on Olga
Street.

Mr. Batt has sent a letter to the Department of Public
Works requesting a survey to be done to determine
necessary repairs. No follow up as of yet.

Jan. 2004

Speeding on Dumaine Street.

Four 25 mph speed limit signs have recently been
posted. Ticketing done by NOPD in mid-May.

March 2004

The street on Picheloup Place is in Appropriate City authorities are being alerted to this
terrible condition, with huge pot- problem. This will be a major focus for the Association.
holes. It desperately needs to be
resurfaced.

May 2004

Condition of Harding Drive
Bridge.

June 2004

Improper parking on Dumaine
near Carrollton making entering
and exiting driveways difficult.

Councilman Jay Batt sent a letter to the Department of
Public Works asking for its attention to this matter.
No response as of yet.

Faubourg St. John Neighborhood Association is spearheading the repairs.
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PARKVIEW OPINION
EDITORIAL

LETTERS

DROWNING IN THE BAYOU

Dear Editor:

Early last month a teenager drowned in Bayou
St. John. According to news reports he was fishing
along with some other teenagers near the Orleans Avenue bridge when a cork came off of a friend’s fishing
line. To retrieve the cork he walked out into what he
thought was shallow water. He apparently slipped on
the sloping concrete wall that lines the edge of the
Bayou and then slid into deeper water. Family members said that he did not know how to swim.

The name Picheloup
Place is not on some city
maps and only the old time
United Cab drivers can find
it, but potholes have no
problem locating the quiet
one block street between
Dumaine and Delgado. Like
a growing infection that persists in spite of attempted
cures, the pothole plague on
Picheloup Place continues to
infect our neighborhood
with dangerous driving and
altered alignments. The intersection of Picheloup with
Dumaine is particularly
menacing. The potholes are
so prevalent and large that it
is hard to turn on or off the
street. Cars turning onto
Picheloup slow to a stop to
navigate the treacherous entrance to Picheloup and
cause hazards to the faster
traffic on Dumaine. There
are large potholes up and
down the block.

A generation ago it was not unusual for the
Bayou to claim a number of lives each Summer, as
temperatures heated up and the cool waters of the
Bayou offered up some relief. The Magnolia Garden
Bridge at Harding was the spot of choice for divers and
swimmers. A dozen swimmers, mostly boys, many
wearing only their white underwear, would line up on
the bridge for their dives into the dark water. A few
would climb to the very top of the bridge, some twenty
feet above the surface of the water, to make their dives.
Through the years the police and Levee Board
have made attempts to put an end to swimming in the
Bayou. At one time “No Swimming” signs were posted,
and the rules were strictly enforced. Police cruisers
would stop in front of Cabrini and bull horns would be
heard announcing that “you have two minutes to get
out of the water or you will be arrested.” The children
would move on but would come back.
Today, a police officer would be hard pressed to
find someone swimming in the Bayou. The reasons
why probably have more to do with generational
change, as in children having so much more to do today with television, cell phones and the Internet, than
with the enforcement of rules and regulations. Whatever the reasons, the parents have to be relieved. Any
mother over the age of 60 who has lived near the Bayou
area all of her adult life knows all too well what that
nearby siren and kids running towards the Bayou can
only mean. Nobody dies from playing Nintendo.
Saul Keller, the teenager who drowned last
month, is remembered today.
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The Pothole Plague
continues to spread up and
down the street that ties together our close-knit
neighborhood. The cure is in
the City’s hands. A new
street would do the trick.
Michael DesJardins
Picheloup Place

PARKVIEW PEOPLE
NEW BOARD MEMBER: JOHN BANKSTON
Dumaine Street resident John Bankston has been selected to serve on the Board
of Directors of the Association, replacing the retiring Mary Lou Main. Mr. Bankston
has long been active in neighborhood affairs, both with the Faubourg St. John
Neighborhood Association and Our Lady of the Rosary Church and School.
Mr. Bankston and his wife Mignonne
have a son Jason, who is a New Orleans Fireman. They have lived in their very attractive
raised bungalow on Dumaine and Wilson
Drive since 1981.
Mr. Bankston, an employee of Hibernia National Bank, said that he moved into
the neighborhood because it was both beautiful and convenient. He noted that the people in Parkview are friendly and outgoing.
He said that the biggest change that he has seen during his nearly 25 years in Parkview
is the turnover from elderly residents to younger people buying homes and doing
renovations.
Asked what he dislikes about the neighborhood Mr. Bankston said that speeding is a major problem, especially on Dumaine Street. He also mentioned flooding as a
concern. Raccoons, which seem to be everywhere in Parkview, have also caused difficulties for the Bankstons, who maintain a small fish pond in their back yard.
In his younger days Mr. Bankston regularly took the bus downtown to work
each morning. From this vantage point as a bus rider he could see the tremendous
damage that these large heavy buses were doing to homes along the route. He worked
to have the City Park line removed from Dumaine Street to one block over on Orleans,
a move that was applauded by everyone who lived on Dumaine.
On election days Mr. Bankston can be seen at the Engine House working the
poll booths.
Mr. Bankston joins the other four Board members: Andy Anderson, Sonja Austin, Charlie Bishop, and Mark Tullis. The Board meets quarterly. According to the ByLaws the Board is elected by the membership in odd numbered years. The next election of the Board will take place in 2006. Anyone interested in serving on the Board
should make their intentions known to the present Board.
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PARKVIEW HISTORY
IMPORTANT NEW ORLEANIANS BURIED IN ST. LOUIS III;
LOUIS SURGI, ARCHITECT AND SURVEYOR
Editor’s Note: St. Louis No. III, on Esplanade near the Bayou, is often neglected when
it comes to historical cemetery discussions. St. Louis No. I and St. Louis No. II, at the edge of
the French Quarter, are certainly the favorites of tourists, especially those tourists interested in
voodoo. The Anne Rice fans prefer the Lafayette Cemetery, which is near Commander’s Palace.
And, Metairie Cemetery continues to be the final resting place of the rich.
St. Louis III is important to the families that live in Parkview and Faubourg St. John.
With this article we continue a series profiling individuals who made significant contributions
to the downtown wards who are now buried in St. Louis III.
_________________________
The original City of New Orleans was laid out by
French military engineers in 1721. Engineers, especially
what we would consider today to be civil engineers, have
held until fairly recently very powerful positions in the
City. The top engineering job was the City Surveyor, who
was responsible for the drawing of plans and maps of lots
and parcels located in New Orleans. When we mention
today an important historical map, such as the Trudeau
map or the Zimpel map, we are referring to the map by
the name of the individual surveyor.
Surveyors were often needed in the private sector
too, where they prepared documents in anticipation of a
sale, which in the antebellum period usually meant an
auction. People gained and lost fortunes very quickly in
the 19th century, so acquiring and losing property at auction was the mark of a well
traveled man. The role of the surveyor in Louisiana’s civil law tradition was outlined
in Sally Reeve’s chapter contribution to the award winning LSU Press book Marie
Adrien Persac: Louisiana Artist:
Nineteenth-century courts frequently ordered auction sales of estate-owned or bankrupt property to ensure that it sold at fair market
value. In those cases, Louisiana law required public advertising for thirty
days. By custom, official auctioneers commissioned civil engineers to survey and illustrate the property, and then displayed the work in central
locations for a prescribed period. These regular and public procedures
(Continued on next page)
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PARKVIEW HISTORY
(Continued from previous page. )

protected the financial interests of minors, co-heirs, women whose husbands managed their assets, creditors, absentee owners, and other interested parties.
A few days after the auction, sellers and winning bidders appeared at the office of the notary public to pass an “authentic act of sale.”
At that time the notary received any drawings made to publicize the sale
for “deposit in his office.” This was a received phrase meaning that the
notary usually paraphed (officially signed and dated) and numbered the
items and had them bound into large plan books. The drawings then
went out of commerce, evolving into contractual evidence. Subsequent
acts might refer to them both to clarify title and to prove that agents had
duly advertised the properties.
One of the surveyors of which Mrs. Reeves writes is
Louis Surgi. Surgi was born in Paris in 1815. His father had
been an officer in Napoleon’s army. According to an obituary published in the New Orleans Commercial Bulletin,
“Before leaving his native land he had acquired a specific
knowledge, which soon gave him a position here (in New
Orleans) as a civil engineer and architect. He was esteemed, a valuable citizen, and
was several times chosen for important public trusts, in the hue of his profession.”
As an architect Surgi’s most lasting accomplishment was to have designed the
mansard and dormered roofs on both the Cabildo and the Presbytere. In Samuel Wilson’s histories of these two important buildings, Mr. Wilson noted that Surgi was most
definitely influenced by the Baroness Pontalba’s drawings for the planned facades for
her buildings fronting the two sides of the Place d’Armes. Mr. Wilson wrote that the
City Council was so impressed with Surgi’s plans for the Cabildo that “it urged the
wardens of the Cathedral who owned the Presbytere, which was then serving as a
courthouse, to improve their building on the same style and plan with the City Hall
(now the Cabildo).”
However, because the design plan of a building will often outlive the very
building, Surgi will best be remembered for the beautifully detailed and colorful drawings that he prepared to advertise the public auctions of immovable property. Many
of these are collected at the Notarial Archives in downtown New Orleans, and a few
are reproduced in the above mentioned Persac book as well as various volumes of the
New Orleans Architecture series.
(Continued on next page)
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PARKVIEW HISTORY
(Continued from page 7)

Mrs. Reeves points out that as a surveyor Surgi was an innovator. According to
Mrs. Reeves, prior to Surgi’s work in the 1830’s, plan drawings were limited to showing rooflines, as she notes in the work of the great early surveyor Joseph Pilie, a St.
Domingue Creole, who practiced a generation earlier than Surgi:
His [Pilie’s] conservative delineations feature black roman script
for titles and lot lines, over pale yellow grounds. Pilie was a master at
the technique of using shaded rooftops to indicate the presence of buildings on topographical drawings. Today we identify these rooftop
sketches as ‘indication.’ They look something like houses on a Monopoly
game board.
Pilie’s approach differed from
Surgi’s, who “began to refine his plans by
adding elevations, greater scale, more
color, and entourage features, or imaginary
images suggesting a setting.” In the Persac
book a reproduction of a Surgi plan from
1844 of a property on Esplanade and Treme
Street, at right, illustrates this well. A scene
showing both a front and side elevation of
a row of Creole cottages is smartly incorporated into the plan. Mrs. Reeves adds that
Surgi’s drawing includes “imaginary figures – stylized soldiers marching on the Esplanade neutral ground, children playing
ball games in the street, a mother holding a
child in the doorway of a cottage.”
Surgi’s use of elevations and color
clearly influenced his brother Eugene, who
was also a surveyor. Later, Eugene Surgi
joined with Marie Adrien Persac on a number of drawings, and on many of these
drawings the way that color is used, both
in the background and on the elevations themselves, the hand of Louis is obvious. Persac’s drawings from the 1860’s are so detailed and so exact that today’s architectural
historians and colorists consult them regularly for information on current projects.
Surgi died at home on August 31, 1869. He was 54 years old. The cause of death
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from page 8)

was brain fever. According to The Daily Picayune of that next day Surgi’s funeral took
place at his home at 255 Bayou Road, which was at the corner of Robertson Street.
While the tomb in St. Louis III has the date 1870 it can be assumed that this was the
date that Surgi was interred in that particular tomb. It was not uncommon at that time
for a tomb to be ordered made after the death of the individual, and that until the tomb
was constructed the body of the deceased would be held elsewhere, such as a holding
tomb that was owned by the cemetery.

MID-CITY MERCHANTS SAY STREETCAR HASN’T HELPED SALES;
EXPERTS CAUTION PATIENCE, THAT GENTRIFICATION IS COMING
Although the number of riders on the new streetcar line has surpassed the early goals of the Regional
Transportation Authority, some Mid-City merchants said
that they have not yet experienced the dramatic increase
in business that they expected, according to an article in
the July 26 issue of CityBusiness. However, real estate experts, such as Wayne Ragas of UNO, said that people
need to be patient, that the impact will be noticeable in
one to two years.
Michael Tansil of Mid-City Grill said that during
the construction of the line his business was off by 30%.
He said that the new line has “helped a little bit but nothing dramatic,” adding, “We’re doing better than last year
and some may be due to the streetcar but the major thing
over.”

Sea Level Restaurant, at right,
never saw the benefits of the
streetcar line and closed recently.

is that the construction is

Some businesses didn’t survive the construction. Andy Martinez chose the Carrollton location of his restaurant Sea Level solely because of the streetcar. According
to the article he coordinated the grand opening of the restaurant to coincide with the
supposed opening of the streetcar line. Because of the eight month delay in the actual
opening his business never took off, and he closed the restaurant a few weeks ago.
More than any other place City Park has benefited from the new line. The Botanical Garden’s attendance has doubled, and the Museum’s attendance has increased
30% during the early Summer months. And, according to Ragas of UNO, other businesses will soon benefit as well. He said that in a few years one should “expect to see
an increase in building renovations, more commercial development - mostly restaurants, cafes and art galleries - and an increase in the turnover of longtime tenants due
to rising rents.”
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PARKVIEW HISTORY
CITY PARK HISTORY 100 YEARS AGO THIS MONTH;
FLYING HORSES PROPOSAL CONSIDERED—1904
Editor’s Note: In the early 20th century the affairs of City Park were widely reported in
the city’s newspapers, most notably The Daily Picayune and The Times-Democrat. The City
Beautiful movement was in full swing by this time, and its major tenets, particularly an appreciation of aesthetics, were most evident in New Orleans in the development of parks. Since the
development of Parkview is so closely linked with the development of City Park, we are continuing with a series focusing on how activities at the park were reported a century ago.
The following is from an article in The Daily Picayune from August 1904.
The New Orleans City Park Improvements Association met in regular
monthly session last night. President Paul
Capdevielle and other present. After the preliminaries, the Treasurer’s report was read. It
showed that during the past month the receipts, including the balance on hand at last
report, were $3,954.93; the disbursements,
$2,952.74 – leaving a balance on hand of
$1,002.19.
A letter from Mrs. Allen Cousley of No. 2101 Melpomene Street was received,
donating palms and a soldier’s plume plant to the park, and the lady was thanked for
her donation.
A communication was also read from the Aerial Flying Dutchman Company, an
attraction which they desire to exhibit in the park.
A communication was also received from an attorney-at-law in Providence, R.I.
containing a proposition from W.H. Walker, who had formerly been in the employ of
the Messrs. Murphy, who own the privilege in Audubon Park for the carousel. Mr.
Walker desires to enter into some arrangement whereby he may establish a flyinghorse machine in the City Park, assuring the members that he will put up as fine, if not
a finer one, than the very popular one now in Audubon Park, with modern improvements, etc. The matter was taken under consideration.
The report of the Executive Committee, submitted by Chairman Thibaut, was
accompanied by Superintendent Joseph Bernard’s report. The latter’s report said that
during the past month the Shellroad from the main road to the bridge had been com(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from page 10)

pleted and the drains laid. About 260 barrels of shells were required to complete the
roadway from the main road to the mound in the rear of the lakes. The Superintended
likewise reported that the recent heavy rains had retarded work in the park greatly,
and the growth of grass was so excessive that it proved difficult to contend with. It had
grown so long that the lawnmower could scarcely be driven through it. The grass on
the islands was cut, and the flower beds attended to, and the plants were growing
finely. The sheds in front of the stables were finished and the shell walks cleaned of the
growth of grass, and salt had been sprinkled on the walks to prevent further growth of
the grass.
The Florida palms, which were recently planted, were growing well and a
number of new leaves had appeared. The
Superintendent had requested the City
Railways Company to shell Alexander
Street in front of the main entrance to the
park, and they had consented to improve
the entrance, as requested.
A new water cart ordered some
time since was received.
The 200 iron benches donated to the park by the Maison Blanche had been ordered, and would be ready for delivery in about two weeks.
Two telephones had been contracted for – one to be placed in the headquarters
in the park, and the other at the boathouses. The numbers of these new telephones
will be: Headquarters, main 2.105-L and the boathouse, main 2.105-W.
The Secretary then submitted the following list of new members of the Association who had been admitted wince September last: J.J. Hoffman, etc. Adjournment was
then had.

MID-CITY ART MARKET GIVES LOCAL ARTISTS SPACE
In the tradition of the Farmer’s Market a new outlet for local merchants is now
located in Mid-City. The Mid-City Art Market takes place on the last Saturday of each
month at the corner of Carrollton and Canal, next to Juan’s Flying Burrito. For more
information, midcityartmarket@mcno.org.
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PARKVIEW SOCIETY

PITOT HOUSE CELEBRATES 40 YEARS OF REBIRTH
On Wednesday July 21 the Landmarks Society hosted a birthday party for the Pitot House in
celebration of the 40th anniversary of the saving of
that fabled Bayou landmark. The party featured
wine and food, with music provided by a brass
band. Photos showing the actual move of the house
were displayed.
Meg Lousteau, Executive Director of the
Louisiana Landmarks Society, spoke at the Parkview meeting the day before and invited members to attend the party. A number of
members did attend, including Andy Anderson, Bill Peltier, Michael DesJardins, Tom
and Ulla Cloke, Vivian Faget and Helen Ball.
In the early 1960’s the Pitot House was slated
for demolition. The land where the house originally stood was purchased in 1904 by Mother
Cabrini with the idea that a school would eventually be built. When many years later the Order decided to build a high school the house stood in the
way of construction. The Louisiana Landmark Society worked to save the building, eventually raising enough money for its removal to its present site
in a section of Desmare Playground.

Parkview Association members Ulla
and Tom Cloke enjoy the event.

Moving the house would not be the end of the Society’s involvement. It hired
noted architect Samuel Wilson to return the house to its colonial state. The interior
was restored as well, with period furniture and art.
Parkview members are encouraged to join
the Louisiana Landmarks Society. Information can
be found at the group’s website, which is
www.louisianalandmarks.org. Individual membership is only $25 and includes Preservation, the
group’s outstanding quarterly newsletter. Membership also allows the individual unlimited visits to
the Pitot House and its lovely garden.
Andy Anderson, Bill Peltier and Michael DesJardins sit under a shade
tree.
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PARKVIEW HISTORY

LIMITED AVAILABILITY OF STREET NAME TILES GIVES
RISE TO CREATIVITY FOR NEIGHBORHOOD RESIDENTS
The familiar tiles that spell out the names of New Orleans streets are very popular these days, thanks in part to both private businesses and the City using the images
of the tiles in artwork and on t-shirts. Neighbors have long recognized that the tiles
can be used to mark the street address for a house. Throughout Parkview you will
find homes that have the tiles imbedded into concrete paths leading to a front door or
steps heading to an upstairs porch. However, because the tiles are hard to come by
residents often have to be resourceful. For example the letter “I” is often used to represent the number one (1). As in these two examples:

However, the oddest example is making a “5” from an upside down two “2.”

UPDATE ON THE BIKE PATH THAT IS TO RUN ALONG BAYOU
According to an e-mail exchange posted on the Faubourg St. John Neighorhood
Association website, Karen Parsons, Regional Planning Commission Bike and Pedestrian Coordinator, wrote:
‘The Wisner Bike Path, designed to connect the Jeff Davis path with
the Lakefront along Bayou St. John, is in final design. It has been delayed
for numerous reasons but is moving through the system. Once the design/engineering is approved by the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development, it will go into the hopper waiting for its turn for
Transportation Enhancement funding (a funding program controlled by
the DOTD). I am pretty sure this will be January/February 2005. Once the
project is bid, it should take about one year to complete construction.”
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PARKVIEW AIR
FREE AIR AT GAS STATIONS BECOMING HARDER TO FIND
The Shell station at Esplanade and Moss has long been
a neighborhood favorite for gas and small repairs. This has
especially been true since the Gulf station at Dumaine and
Carrollton, now the location of Felini’s Care, shut down many
years ago. However, it doesn’t matter where one goes to buy
gas, sometimes just finding air for your tires is the real challenge. And, of course, it helps if the air is free.
Until recently free air was available on weekdays at the
Shell station on Esplanade. The islands that housed the gas
had a set of houses, one offering water the other air. If mechanics were on-site the hoses were connected and working.
The compressor produced a steady supply of high pressured
air that was perfect for filling car tiers. Bikes were a bit trickier, as one had to be careful to just put a little air in at a time, or the tiny bike tire could explode under pressure.
A few weeks ago the air and water
lines disappeared from the Shell station. If
you need air there is now just the coin operated machine that formerly were used only
at night or on weekends. According to Louis
LaGuardia, the station’s owner, the decision
to remove the air and water hoses from the
gas islands was a corporate decision. He
said that Shell headquarters is concerned
with safety and wants to move as much activity away from the gas pumps as possible.
Mr. LaGuardia also said that Shell headquarters took note that putting air into tires is a
long process and can tie up the gas islands for long periods of time.
Mr. LaGuardia said in a telephone interview that he is aware that he operates a
full service station and that many in the neighborhood, especially the elderly, depend
on his services. He said that his staff will still put air in the tires for customers who
need assistance. He also said that tokens for the air machines are available for customers.
Asked about air pressure, Mr. LaGuardia admitted that the pressure for the old
hoses at the pumps is far greater than the pressure at the coin operated machines. He
said that the compressor for the old hoses was powerful and capable of greater pressure.
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PARKVIEW EVENTS

PARKVIEW CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Friday
August 6
7:00 PM

MUSIC
Fair Grinds Coffeehouse
Guitarist Grey Revell plays his version of
edgy acoustic punk and urban folk.

Sunday
August 15
7:45 AM

ROAD RACE IN CITY PARK
New Orleans Track Club holds its 41st Anniversary Race. A three mile race that begins at Roosevelt Mall

Thursday
August 19
9:00 PM

OPEN MIKE SPOKEN WORD
Fair Grinds Coffeehouse
Sean Scharbach plays host to original songs
and poetry

Friday
August 20
6:00 PM

PARLOR JAZZ
Fair Grounds Coffeehouse
Traditional New Orleans jazz played by
trio.

Saturday
August 21
9:00 -Noon

PELICAN PLANT SALE
City Park
End of the Summer Sale. Great selection
from past sales. At Pelican Greenhouse.

CALENDAR LISTINGS SOLICITED
We are trying to include a monthly calendar of events in the newsletter. If you
know of a neighborhood event that should be included, or someone who lives in Parkview who is participating in an event that should be brought to our attention, please
submit the listing to mctullis@bellsouth.net or fax it to 483-0453.

HELP FIGHT CRIME IN OUR NEIGHBORHOOD
PLEASE CONSIDER JOINING
THE BAYOU ST. JOHN NEIGHBORHOOD SECURITY PROGRAM
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PARKVIEW BOOK REVIEW

THE HOME FRONT DURING THE CIVIL WAR
The Civil War in Louisiana: Part B The Home Front is the latest volume in the
Center for Louisiana Studies’ monumental series on Louisiana history. Like the dozen
other volumes that have already been published this one offers the reader a comprehensive survey of the scholarly literature on a specific period of our state’s history.
More an anthology than a standard history, the series is a must have for serious students.
The publisher of the series is the Center for Louisiana Studies at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette
(formerly USL). The late Glenn Conrad, pictured at right,
who died last year, was the Center’s founder and served as
editor of the series. Rightfully, the series is dedicated to his
memory with these words, “He was a dedicated student of
Louisiana history and an outstanding researcher, writer,
and editor.”
Because of its perceived focus on Southwest Louisiana, especially Cajun culture, the work of the Center or its
publications is unfamiliar to many in New Orleans. This is
unfortunate. For three decades the Center has produced a
solid catalog of impressive titles that deserves the attention
of even the most parochial of New Orleans readers.
According to information provided by the Center, “This multi-volume series
showcases the solid scholarship of twentieth-century Louisiana Studies, with emphasis
on research methods and new interpretations developed over the last half-century.”
All this means is that while all of the articles were originally published elsewhere, usually in local journals such as Louisiana History or Louisiana Studies, they were published
fairly recently.
The thirty three articles in this 436 page volume cover the usual subjects: politics
(“Who Won the Secession Election in Louisiana”), biography (“The Wartime Administration of Governor Henry W. Allen”) and economics (“Difficulties of Civil War Sugar
Planting in Louisiana”). However, the articles with the quirky titles, such as “The
Fighting Printers of New Orleans,” prove to be the most entertaining to read.
The editors purposely tried to make the series of interest to readers from all corners of the state, and articles on Civil War Shreveport, Monroe and Alexandria are included in this volume. Alexandria – “the major commercial center on Louisiana’s Red
River in that era” – is described by Gary B. Mills:
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Alexandria in the 1860’s was not a close-knit community of men
and women born and bred in the “Louisiana tradition.” It was a lusty
and ambitious little city with a varied population that well exemplified
the cultural extremes of America itself. An analysis of the free heads of
households in the 1860 census indicates that only twenty-nine percent
were native white Louisianians; fifty-four percent had migrated to Louisiana from other Southern states; five percent were from states outside
the South; ten percent were of foreign birth; and two percent were free
nonwhite. This extreme cross-cultural basis of Alexandria’s population
inevitably bred ideological conflicts and dissension.
While most of the articles are lengthy, the shorter ones,
such as William Frank Zornow’s that discussed how much aid
widows and orphans received (apparently not much) are
straightforward and interesting.
The roles of blacks, both free and slave, rural and city,
are covered well in a half dozen articles. Mary Ellison’s
highly informative contribution “African-American Music
and Muskets in Civil War New Orleans” explaines the history
of black musicians in the role of combat, going all the way
back to the War of 1812, which was the start of the brass band
tradition. Ellison wrote:

Gerard Stith, Mayor, 18581860, was head of the
typographer’s union.

Jordon B. Noble, a New Orleans Creole of Color
who won a reputation as a superb drummer for the
Seventh Regiment of Infantry, drummed the American into line at the
Battle of New Orleans. New Orleans Creoles of Color collectively became famous for certain special war songs. ‘En Avant Grenadiers’ was a
Creole rallying song used in the Battle of New Orleans. As soon as the
War of 1812 ended, black brass bands became commonplace.

Despite a sincere attempt to further an appreciation of our history and our culture, the Center for Louisiana Studies has nonetheless produced a series that has a very
limited audience. The books lack photos and drawings. Maps, something that even
the most academic publishers include, are absent from the volumes. Even the dust
jacket, that great selling point which appeals to those who really do judge a book by its
cover, is plain, reminiscent of the paper bags that students once fashioned as covers to
their high school text books.
(Continued on page 18)
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Distribution of the book has been a challenge for the Center, as many bookshops are not handling the series. In New Orleans the only bookshop that you will
find the series, as well as most all of the Center’s titles, is Arcadian Bookshop on Orleans in the French Quarter.
The editor of this volume is Arthur Bergeron, Jr., who most recently served as
historian at the Museum of the Civil War Soldier in Virginia, and who is the author of
the well regarded Confederate Mobile, 1861-1865.

RECENT RENOVATION ON 800 BLOCK OF WILSON
This double cottage, at right, in
the 800 block of Wilson recently underwent a renovation. This block of Parkview is dominated by similar double
cottages and bungalows, such as the
house pictured below, which is just
across the street from the newly renovated one at right.
These two houses probably have
similar floor plans. Remove the facade
and you may very well not be able to
tell them apart. Considering that most
Parkview homes were constructed by
builders who then turned around and
sold them to families, it is possible that
both homes were built by the same individual. Differences, some big, such as
one having a hipped roof and the other
gables, and others small, such as one
having a single paneled column on each
pier and the other having double boxed
columns on each pier, make the streetscape lively and interesting.
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STREET CONDITION OF PICHELOUP CONTINUES TO WORSEN;
RESIDENTS CALL ON CITY TO MAKE SPEEDY REPAIR
With potholes the diameter of crawfish cookers (and
nearly as deep), Picheloup Place is a dangerous street to drive.
Near Dumaine Street the holes grow larger and deeper, forcing many turning onto Picheloup from Dumaine to quickly
apply their brakes, lest they lose a tire, a rim or worse, need a
new alignment.
Part of the responsibility for its bad condition rests
with the streetcar construction. When Carrollton was blocked
or in general impassable, residents and visitors often used
Picheloup and other otherwise lightly traveled streets to access Dumaine and other detoured routes.
Residents say that they’ve never seen it so bad. Cookie
Fulham, who has lived in Parkview before Parkview was
even laid out and subdivided in the 1920’s, attended the July
Parkview Neighborhood Association meeting for the purpose
of stressing how dangerous the street has become. Her appeal was listened to with great sympathy by the group, and it
was agreed that action would be taken.
Some members said that asking for street repairs is a
risky issue to bring to the attention of the City, noting horror
stories where streets were in a state of repair limbo for what
seemed like years, as drainage pipes were installed or utility
lines rerouted. However, the Picheloup residents at the meeting said that they would take the chance, concluding that the
street will only get worse if not attended to soon.

WEB SITE OF THE MONTH: CREOLE HERITAGE SOCIETY
The Creole Heritage Education and Research Society (CHERS) was founded in
2002 and is dedicated to Creole history, “with a special emphasis on the rich history of
the Gens De Coleur of Louisiana.” The group sponsors an annual conference, usually
held in the early Summer, which bring in national scholars to discuss Creole culture
and history. Its website, which can be found at www.creolehistory.com, should interest both those interested in history as well as genealogy.
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Faubourg Dusk
From her porch, the widow watches
a blue heron search for bass,
glints of fish pass like dreams
beneath the eyes.
Cameo clouds
bring flesh shadows to windows.
The widow has not been
widowed for long,
reading and rocking in wicker
she puts the hard cover book down
and waves to me when I pass.
Her husband planted magnolias,
faint lemon scent,
trees with ecru blossoms,
strewn and spectral
all over the lawn.
- Gina Ferrara
Gina Ferrara is a New Orleans native. Her poems have been published in numerous journals and anthologies. Her latest work has appeared in Blind Man's Rainbow and Spire Magazine. She lives on Taft Place.

YES, I WANT TO JOIN THE PARKVIEW NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOC.
Name: ______________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________
Circle One:

Individual ($15)

Please cut out and mail to:

Family ($25)

Parkview Neighborhood Association
P.O. Box 791577
New Orleans, LA 70179-1577
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